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Abstract

Economists often model the delicate relationship between production, innovation, and economic
growth as a production function that exhibits increasing returns to scale (IRS). The existence of knowl-
edge spillovers or learning by doing implies conclusions about the optimal use of protectionist trade and
industrial policies that increase national welfare by reallocating productive resources in order to exploit
IRS. We claim that all physical technologies, understood as recipes that produce a specified output from
given inputs, exhibit constant returns to scale. Increasing returns to scale comes from institutions that
enable entrepreneurial discovery and choice to switch between physical technologies. We examine several
case studies of apparently successful infant industries and clarify the nature and economic relationships
behind the phenomena of increasing returns and the limitations of existing models of production, we
contribute a new understanding of research with applications to innovation, economic growth, and trade
policy.
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1 Introduction

Theoretical justifications for both industrial policy and trade restrictions can best be characterized as vari-

ations on a theme: in the presence of increasing returns to scale (IRS) there are potential net gains from

restraining free trade, limiting competition, or changing the structure of production.1 Although IRS as a

justification for protectionist measures fell out of academic favor for some time, it has recently resurfaced

under the guise of “knowledge spillovers” stemming from the success of endogenous growth models (Romer

1986, 1990). Some modern international trade researchers argue for new industrial policy programs aiming

to exploit IRS in the creation of knowledge (e.g. Matsuyama (1992), Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001), Rodrik

(2004a), Rodrik and Subramanian (2005), Greenwald and Stiglitz (2006), Hausmann, Hwang, and Rodrik

(2007), Stiglitz and Greenwald (2014)). The analytic framework and policy stance may be summed up by

Stiglitz (2014):

Industrial policies – in which governments intervene in the allocation of resources among sectors

or favor some technologies over others – can help “infant economies” learn. Learning may be

more marked in some sectors (such as industrial manufacturing) than in others, and the benefits

of that learning, including the institutional development required for success, may spill over to

other economic activities.

We contend, however, that present modeling techniques and their policy implications often lack considerations

about the prerequisite institutional conditions necessary for increasing returns to exist in the first place. We

fear policy recommendations derived from models that fail to specify exactly how IRS emerges risk destroying

the very advantage those policies are intended to exploit.

A production process exhibits increasing returns when increasing all inputs by some amount results in a

more-than-proportionate increase in output.2 For analytical tractability, since Marshall (1920), economists

have modeled IRS by via a production function with a firm’s output increasing with the scale of the entire

industry’s output. The intuition is that as aggregate industry output increases, individual firms become

more efficient and adept at using more advanced production technologies. In certain industries, knowledge is

often produced as a byproduct of the production process itself (e.g. information technology, pharmaceuticals,

or manufacturing) or where firms explicitly invest in the creation of new knowledge through research &

development,3 or where producers discover methods of tweaking production routines to enhance efficiency
1Historically, economists have variously referred to this phenomenon as “economies of scale” or “external economies” (Marshall

1920), “decreasing costs” (Graham 1923; Knight 1924, 1925), and “increasing returns” (Romer 1986). For convenience and
consistency, we use “increasing returns to scale” (IRS).

2Formally, 𝑓(𝑐𝐾, 𝑐𝐿) > 𝑐𝑓(𝐾, 𝐿) where 𝑓(𝑐𝐾, 𝑐𝐿) is a production function utilizing inputs capital (𝐾) and labor (𝐿), and
𝑐 > 0.

3The production of a non-rival good such as knowledge features high fixed costs of research and development, but any
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simply by continuous repetition and/or serendipitous discovery (“learning by doing”). Nonrival knowledge

arising from any of these proposed mechanisms can spill over from one firm to be exploited by all firms in

the industry.

These arguments build on the classic economic debate about optimal tariffs, as well as a secondary argument

about the incompatibility of perfect competition with industries with increasing returns. The classical

economists seemed to take it as an empirical law that agriculture exhibits systematic decreasing returns to

scale while manufacturing exhibits systematic increasing returns to scale.4 Marshall (1920, bk. V, Chapter

XII) echoes this approach, proposing that a subsidy to an industry exhibiting IRS could provide a net benefit

to consumer-taxpayers. The neoclassical theories of perfect competition and marginal productivity theory

of distribution hold that in competitive (factor) markets, all factors of production are paid according to

the marginal contribution they make towards the value of the final product. Clark (1889, 1891) famously

contended that when each factor is paid its marginal product, adding up all of the marginal productivities

“fully exhausts the product,” and Wicksteed (1894) proved this assertion by using Euler’s Theorem by

assuming constant returns to scale.5 Much of this debate took on a secondary moral dimension regarding

the apparent natural justice that under the product exhaustion theorem, competitive markets deliver to each

factor their just deserts. Graham (1923) makes perhaps the first sophisticated case that countries can increase

net aggregate welfare by levying protective tariffs on industries with IRS and subsidizing the allocation of

labor towards them, even at the expense of specialization in industries where there is an initial comparative

advantage.6 Knight (1924) counters with several insights that strike at the root of the issue. First, the

difficulty of identifying IRS: not only is IRS for individual firms incompatible with perfect competition,7 but

more fundamentally that what appear to be external economies for one firm are internal and exploitable for

other firms. Knight points out that because most production inputs are rivalrous, new entrants or increased

output will bid costs upward, rather than lower them and concludes (332),

it must be shown that there are, or may be, industries, in a condition of stable competition, in
resultant discoveries can be reproduced or copied by others at a very low marginal cost, meaning the firm’s average cost often
decreases with higher levels of (industry) output.

4“The most opulent nations, indeed, generally excel all their neighbours in agriculture as well as in manufactures; but they
are commonly more distinguished by their superiority in the latter than in the former,” Smith (1776, Book I, Ch. I).

5Consider an aggregate production function 𝑌 = 𝑓(𝐿, 𝐾, 𝑇 ), where 𝑌 is output, 𝐿 is labor, 𝐾 is capital, and 𝑇 is land. If
and only if this production function is linear and homogenous of degree 1, that is, for 𝑐𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑐𝐿, 𝑐𝐾, 𝑐𝑇 ) and 𝑐 = 1, then by
Euler’s theorem, it can be written as 𝑌 = 𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐿 + 𝑀𝑃𝐾𝐾 + 𝑀𝑃𝑇 𝑇 , where 𝑀𝑃𝑖 represents the marginal product of factor
𝑖 (which can be expressed as 𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑖 ). This means the production function exhibits constant returns to scale and the total value
of the product is exhausted by the marginal productivity of each factor. Note that this formulation further requires that each
factor of production is continuous, rather than discrete marginal units (Machlup 1937).

6Taking the classic comparative advantage story between two countries and two sectors, if the production of one sectors
(e.g. agriculture) exhibits decreasing returns, and the other sectors (e.g. manufacturing) exhibits increasing returns, then the
more the two countries specialize in one sectors, the relatively cheaper both goods become for the country specializing in
manufacturing, and the relatively more expensive both goods become for the country specializing in agriculture.

7“If competition is effective, the size of the productive unit will tend to grow until either no further [technical external]
economies are obtainable, or there is only one establishment left and the industry is a monopoly,” Knight (1924, 597).
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which no producer already engaged could decrease his real costs by expanding his output at the

expense of other producers, and yet in which real costs would be decreased all around by new

producers entering the industry in competition with those already there.

Modern arguments for trade restrictions rest upon economists and policymakers locating a realistic source of

systematic IRS for all firms in an industry. Endogenous growth theory models propose that “knowledge” —

when viewed as a non-rivalrous input — is a major source, as it can decrease costs for all individual firms in

proportion to the scale of the industry’s output (see e.g. Arrow (1962b); Romer (1986); Romer (1990)). In

the process, these models abandon the traditional benchmark assumptions of perfect competition in favor of

imperfect competition, in order to be compatible with IRS (Krugman 1979, 2009; Arthur 1989, 1994, 1996).

In these models, an increase in industry output caused by an increase in the employment of the rivalrous

factors of production increases the available stock of knowledge, which is modeled as an increase in the

productivity of all firms in the industry.8 In seeking to explain the wealth of nations, the rise of endogenous

growth models have shifted the spotlight of explanatory power onto human capital and knowledge creation.

“Knowledge” is a non-rival resource, since one person learning something does not preclude others from

learning the same thing, and often stimulates the learning of others, who can benefit from using knowledge

that “spills over” from the initial discoverer (Arrow 1962a). The non-rivalrous nature of knowledge enables

increasing returns to the rivalrous factors of production (e.g. land, labor, capital) when producers increase

the stock of knowledge.

A quintessential example of modern, IRS-based approaches to industrial policy is Rodriguez and Rodrik

(2001, 269–72), which puts forth a simple model based on Matsuyama (1992). Their model postulates a

country with two sectors, (1) agriculture, which features constant returns to scale, and (2) manufacturing

which features increasing returns to scale, argued (as above) to exist due to knowledge spillovers, with labor

as the sole (rivalrous) input for both industries. The authors postulate IRS in manufacturing by assuming the

productivity of labor in manufacturing increases proportionally with total output of the entire manufacturing

sector. Assuming the country’s initial comparative advantage is in agriculture, a properly calibrated tariff

on manufactured imports which increases the profitability of domestic manufacturing will attract a greater

share of labor into the domestic manufacturing industry. This will lead to greater manufacturing industry

output, which in turn further increase manufacturing firms’ productivity, resulting in the virtuous cycle that

increases overall domestic output. As their simulation results show, at some point, the dynamic gains in

productivity are offset by the static efficiency loss of the trade tariff such that the optimal tariff 0 < 𝜏 < 100%.
8Formally, let firm 𝑖’s total factor productivity 𝑎𝑖 ∝ 𝐴 ∀𝑖, where 𝐴 is industry-wide total factor productivity. Various

models differ, but tend to define 𝐴 = 𝑓(𝑛, 𝑘, ℎ), that is, 𝐴 is some function of population 𝑛, physical capital 𝑘 and human
capital ℎ.
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Hence, by properly identifying the source of IRS, industrial policies which restrict competition and free trade

can potentially achieve greater economic prosperity and efficiency.

The troubling feature of these modeling techniques is that some economists have drawn normative conclu-

sions of calling for industrial and trade policies to protect domestic industries where they suspect IRS are

present, without specifying how policymakers are equipped to successfully identify and exploit increasing

returns without jeopardizing the existence of those returns. By the familiar theoretical argument of market

failure, knowledge production is said to be under-provided since the social value of the knowledge cannot

be fully appropriated by the initial producer [arrow1962appropriability]. To improve upon this suboptimal

equilibrium, industrial policies which increase the employment of other rivalrous factors (such as labor) can

potentially increase the total output of the industry, and hence firm productivity through a virtuous circle.

Economists also emphasize that the key role of institutions in for determining economic outcomes and policy

feasibility sets (North 1990; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson 2001, 2002; Glaeser et al. 2004; Rodrik

2004b). One vital, if neglected, institutional filter consists of enabling (or preventing) individuals, firms,

and entire societies to capture the benefits from discovery and innovation in production techniques, allowing

production at much larger scales and lower costs. As we will show below, none of the modeling techniques

described above imply that IRS is a fundamental feature of the production of knowledge that can readily

be exploited through policy. The critical assumption driving the results is defining productivity growth

proportionately to total industry output, implying that IRS are physically inherent in certain production

process, independent of any institutional regime. It is precisely this assumption that we seek to challenge

by examining the use of the production function approach to modeling, and analyzing how it relates to real

world economic activities and policy implications.

In pursuit of this goal, we advance two main claims: First, technology, properly understood as a recipe

that physically relates inputs with a specified output can only exhibit constant returns to scale (CRS).

Second, as a corollary, the existance of increasing returns arises from entrepreneurial choices to discover

and switch between physical technologies, which is contingent on institutional environments where rivalrous

competition plays a prominent role. Our critique can be viewed as a variant of the Lucas (1976) critique of

policymaking that exploits modeled parameters as it applies to the parameters of the production function:

Briefly restated, our claim is that the structural parameters of production functions that exhibit IRS are

not “deep” inherent features of physical technology, but represent emergent and context-dependent features.

Thus, in order for policy prescriptions based on IRS to obtain desired outcomes, one must first demonstrate

that the institutional features that cultivate IRS will actually be present in the desired policy regime. After

making the theoretical case for these two claims by differentiating between the contributions of “physical”
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and “institutional” technologies to increasing returns, we apply these conclusions to specific instances of trade

and industrial policies. By exploring the critical “intermediate step” of determining whether a production

process will generate increasing returns under a specific institutional setting to yield the desired outcome,

we can better understand when IRS is present, and consequently, when it is relevant for industrial and trade

policy. Failure to heed this exploratory caution results in a fatal case of confusing an illustrative abstract

model with the actual activities of people in real world markets.

We consider two case studies of historical uses of the “infant industries” argument that led to apparent

success: tinplate manufacturing (Irwin 2000) and steel rail production (Head 1994) in the late 19th century

United States. In both cases, the industries received tariff protection in order to achieve economies of scale

to become competitive with initially-cheaper foreign competition, and protection was eventually removed.

In both cases, the attainment of increasing returns were largely successful because of the institutions that

enabled knowledge spillovers and learning-by-doing, primarily the unrestricted immigration of skilled workers

from England and Wales. We conclude that while it is possible to retrospectively identify industries that

successfully attained increasing returns with, or despite, policy interventions, it is much more difficult to

identify ex ante industries that inherently (i.e. invariant to institutions) feature unexploited IRS.

2 Technology: Physical and Institutional

At the simplest level, the process of transforming inputs into output is commonly modeled in economics as

a production function. The transformation is governed by some physical production technology, such that

this technology is embodied in, or represented by, the production function. Consider the production of oral

rehydration solution. This production process is governed by a formula that specifies fixed proportions of

the ingredients (i.e. water, salt, and sugar), a list of tools (i.e. a measuring spoon and mixing container),

and effort (labor or mechanical) required to produce the output (a fixed quantity of the solution). The

relationships between the quantity of 𝑛 inputs (𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛) and the quantity of output 𝑦 can then be

represented by a production function, 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛). The technology represented by the production

function can be thought of as a fully-specified recipe for the production of rehydration solution. It is

important to note that “labor” as an input in the above production function serves a purely mechanical

role of assembling the ingredients in the specified way. No economically-relevant capacities of labor, such

as entrepreneurial awareness or individual choice, are necessary to obtain the precisely specified output. In

this sense, the physical effort provided by human labor could, in principle, be substituted with a properly

designed machine. In this example, the technology as captured by the production function merely relates

the physical and chemical relationships between inputs and outputs, and there is no necessary economic role
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for human agency, even though a human does exert labor effort.

Any real production process, however, is not a spontaneous physical phenomenon, it requires human agency,

primarily embodied in the act of choice. Consider a single owner-manager who initiates a completely auto-

mated production process that will assemble the rehydration solution simply by pressing a button. Even in

the simplest arrangement, human agency is required to judge whether it is worthwhile to push the button

at all.

Of course, the situation that resource owners and production managers face is not captured by the simple

decision to push a button, rather it is one of “rapid adaptation to changes in the particular circumstances

of time and place,” (Hayek 1945, 524). At each moment in time, the owner-manager makes adjustments

determined not only by physical and technological constraints, but also by her own choices and valuation

of alternative courses of action in the face of her limited and imperfect knowledge. The complexity of

the problem, and the relevance of human choice, grows exponentially when we further recognize that most

production units (firms, industries, nations) consist of large multitudes of individual decision-makers, each

with limited and often contradictory knowledge, differing purposes, and limited authority, mutually adjusting

to one another in order to make their several plans come to consistent fruition. This collection of active

choices by many individuals, or even that of the single owner-manager, is qualitatively different than the

mere natural laws that govern the physical transformation of inputs to outputs. Yet, confusingly, both

aspects of production are necessarily embedded in the production function when it is used to model real

world production units.

At this point, it is apparent that the word “technology” as used in economic theory, captures the combination

of two distinct processes arising from different sources, each with their own specific dynamics. To continue

using the word “technology,” but to clarify its dual meanings, we propose to differentiate between (1) physical

technology, and (2) institutional technology9. To the extent that a production function represents the physical

transformation of inputs into output, “technology” (in the sense that economists typically use) refers to

physical processes governed by natural scientific laws. The remainder of all other aspects of production

is governed by “institutional technology,” where individual choices enter into social interactions that are

embedded within specific institutions.10

Equivocation of the word “technology” between physical and institutional relationships often obscures the
9We eagerly await a more marketable term

10Others have observed and analyzed the existence of this level of “technology” by other names. Leeson and Boettke (2009)
discuss a higher tier of entrepreneurship where private individuals discover and innovate new property-protecting institutions
where state institutions fail to do so. Martin and Thomas (2013) apply this concept to politics, where political entrepreneurs seek
to change constitutional rules when their ends are not attained through existing rules, using the U.S. Congressional committee
system as an example. Safner (2016) applies it to studying how Wikipedia creates a governance structure facilitating the
creation of a free online encyclopedia without financial incentives.
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subtleties involved in production and in fostering national prosperity. It is easy to conflate the set of

products that individuals could potentially produce in ideal institutional settings (e.g. perfect competition,

efficient governments, and complete contracts) and the natural laws relating inputs and outputs. Failing

to cautiously account for these differences could quickly lead to an unsupported conclusion. For example,

one might incorrectly conclude that the physical relationships between computer inputs that make up the

“recipe” for building a computer are the source of IRS, and therefore political authorities should implement

regulations to e.g. subsidize, cartelize, or otherwise alter the institutional makeup of the computer industry

to promote overall national prosperity.11 This would sweep under the rug the critical role of existing market

and regulatory institutions facilitating the ability of computer industry entrepreneurs to operate at large

scales and to invest in complementary capital goods. Trade and industrial policies seeking to exploit IRS in

computers might produce unintended consequences that weaken the institutions supporting increased scaling

and investment, leading to a less productive computer industry. Such policies might, for example, subsidize

inefficient methods and crowd out the entrepreneurial discovery of more efficient methods.

In order to carefully separate the physical and institutional processes present in any production unit, we

find it necessary to pinpoint their respective determinants. In the case of physical processes, it is fairly

straightforward: constant natural laws determine the processes of production (such as basic chemistry and

physics determining the oral rehydration solution). Institutional processes, on the other hand, are determined

by the decisions of many individuals both within and outside the production unit. The decisions of each

individual involved in production are contingent on the incentives and information they face, which in turn

are shaped by the institutions within which production takes place.

Within the production unit, there may be internal rules of conduct or general norms of business dealings

between collaborating firms. These rules guide and constrain the decision power of each individual involved,

and direct the flow of information, often hierarchically (Coase 1937; Williamson 1985).

External to any production unit, social institutions assist producers in making choices. Institutions such as

money, market prices, property rights, and legal institutions that permit rivalrous competition, and private

profits and losses, if robust and socially productive, assist individuals in economic calculation and prudent

investment, and incentivize the production of goods that consumers value. Where these external institutions

are weak, such as in the presence of open war, state expropriation, or lack of social trust, individuals will

make very different production decisions, if any at all.
11It is interesting to note that the often celebrated “Moore’s Law,” describing the consistent empirical observation that the

number of transistors in an integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years, is a proposed economic law, rather than
a technological one. One could easily foresee the relationship disappearing under various structural and regulatory changes in
the high tech industry.
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Across the literature, applications of production functions sometimes explicitly emphasize either the physical

or the institutional phenomena in production. At one extreme, the so-called “replication argument” used

to justify constant returns to scale in most economic textbooks (e.g. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004, 27)),

which we explore in more detail below, hinges on the physical aspects of production processes. At the other

extreme, Yoon and Buchanan (1999) justify the use of generalized IRS driven by increased division of labor

and specialization, where both are social phenomena present in certain institutional settings. Of course,

theoretical models can afford to displace one or the other feature to make a specific point. However, this can

not be done when models are used to inform policy because both phenomena are always present in any real

world production process. We next separate out the two aspects of “technology” as modeled by a production

function to advance our two propositions:

Proposition 1: Physical technology is a recipe for relating inputs to output, and only exhibits constant

returns to scale (CRS).

Proposition 2: Increasing returns to scale (IRS) arises only from particular institutional technologies that

enable the discovery of, and switching to, different physical technologies.

2.1 Constant Returns: Physical Technology

Only the physical aspect of technology, as represented by a production function, is inherent to the physical

process and is policy-invariant. No policy or institution can change the physical and chemical facts that

water, sugar, and salt in specified amounts make oral rehydration solution. As such, the physical aspect

of technology, as part of what a production function represents, can only exhibit constant returns to scale

(CRS).

Economists often recognize CRS as in the physical aspect of production and justify this assumption in

production functions by pointing out the ability to replicate a production process: any existing physical

production process can be scaled larger simply by repeating the original process.12 It is precisely in this

sense that production technologies can correctly be thought of as “recipes” for transforming inputs into

output. If one wants twice the amount of oral rehydration solution, simply double the amount of water,

sugar, and salt or in other words, follow the same recipe twice. Due to the constancy and universality of

natural laws that govern physical technology, by definition, any recipe will produce a specific quantity of

output in every case where the specific quantities of inputs are present.
12A physical production process might only be feasible after a certain scale. Furthermore, for processes that use discrete

inputs, it may only be possible to scale a process in integer amounts (Machlup 1937). These arguments, however, are not
particularly relevant to our analysis.
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The production function model is a limiting case of a fully-specified recipe. To any baker or chef, a recipe

in colloquial terms includes both a list of ingredients, the output (each in specified quantities), and a series

of steps for combining the ingredients, i.e. an algorithm. Economists ignore the algorithm of production

and focus entirely on the ingredients and outputs. This brings parsimony to analysis, as algorithms are

often contextual and not easily generalized, whereas the “ingredients list” approach is abstract yet widely

applicable. In our view, a recipe of physical technology fully specifies the quantities of all inputs, the quantity

of output, and the sequence of steps involved in the transformation. In other words, physical technology is

the aspect of production that can be represented by a properly-specified algorithm, and hence can potentially

be fully automated without any need for human labor. To bake one serving of cake, a recipe calls for so much

flour, yeast, sugar, salt, etc. and a series of steps detailing how the inputs yield the cake. A well-designed

machine could execute this process without any need for human participation in the baking process once

the baker makes the decision to bake a cake. Furthermore, changing (the quantity of) any ingredient (or in

some cases, changing the sequence of steps involved) necessarily implies a violation of the algorithm or recipe

of the physical technology being employed, and further implies a switch to a different physical technology.

Thus, we again contend that due to the ability to replicate any fully-specified recipe, all physical technologies

can only exhibit constant returns to scale. As a corollary, increasing returns to scale can arise only from

institutional technology.

A number of writers have admirably attempted to reestablish production theory without recourse to the

“black box” of production functions taking a structural approach to production and institutions. Following

the work of Babbage (1835) on machinery, Scazzieri (2014) aims to ground production on stronger microfoun-

dations that may exhibit increasing returns may exist. He notes that “certain enabling conditions must be

satisfied for increasing returns to be feasible…[yet] enabling conditions are not sufficient for increasing returns

to be achieved,” (76, emphasis in original). Beyond Smith’s benefits of the division of labor — increases in

dexterity, time-saving, and invention of machines — Scazzieri (2014, 77) introduces Babbage’s fourth bene-

fit: a structural principle that splitting a complex production process into sub-systems and organizing them

proportionately will maximize the utilization of inputs. Rather than indivisibilities of inputs, this highlights

an indivisibility in the production process. Scazzieri (2014, 82) further separates increasing returns from

technical progress, identifying the former as productive improvements that arise out of adapting existing

ideas, and the latter as new inventions. Focusing on the structural elements that enable increasing returns

(rather than the institutional elements that govern its actual dynamics), he builds a theory of increasing

returns inherent in the physical nature of certain production processes. “As a result, increasing returns

are explained by the compositional principles governing the relationships among elements of the production
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process and by the opportunities arising from within existing production organizations,” (ibid, 82).

In our view, we see some of these structural elements not as part of a particular recipe (physical technol-

ogy), but the process of switching between recipes (through subdividing production processes, organizing

them within or across production units, etc) is described by what we are terming “institutional technology.”

While we applaud such a reinterpretation of production theory without recourse to production functions, our

approach differs primarily in focus and semantics. In our view, we describe entrepreneurial choice within var-

ious institutions that constrain, enable, and orient individuals (Cardinale 2018) towards various production

recipes that allows the phenomena described by increasing returns to take place. We agree that some phys-

ical features of certain production processes may enable potential increasing returns within an industry —

some produced goods may benefit more than others from more roundabout production methods, substitutes

in materials, or complementary capital goods, for example — however we contend that it is the discovery

and the switching to these different methods (physical technologies) that exhibits the returns.

A well known example of increasing returns arising purely from physical relationships often cited in in-

troductory textbooks13 is the geometric relationship between surface area and volume. Suppose a single

owner/manager builds an oil pipeline between two points 𝐴 and 𝐵 separated by some distance, 𝑙. For sim-

plicity, further suppose that the only input is the steel used to construct the pipeline, and the measure of

output is the volume of oil that the pipeline can transport over some given period of time. Total input

needed is equal to the surface area of the pipeline of radius 𝑟, given by 𝑆(𝑟) = 2𝜋𝑟𝑙. The output per period

is then the volume of oil that the pipeline can transport given by 𝑉 (𝑟) = 𝜋𝑟2𝑙. By doubling the radius from

𝑟 to 2𝑟, output can is not merely replicated but quadrupled 𝑉 (2𝑟) = 4𝑉 (𝑟), while inputs (the surface area of

steel) only double: 𝑆(2𝑟) = 2𝑆(𝑟).

𝐴

𝐵

𝑙

Inputs: 𝑆(𝑟) = 2𝜋𝑟𝑙
Output: 𝑉 (𝑟) = 𝜋𝑟2𝑙

𝑟
𝐴

𝐵

𝑙

Inputs: 𝑆(2𝑟) = 2𝑆(𝑟)
Output: 𝑉 (2𝑟) = 4𝑉 (𝑟)

2𝑟

Figure 1: The physical relationship between volume and surface area appears to induce IRS
13See e.g. Kaldor (1972), Carlton and Perloff (2005, 38), Church and Ware (2000, 54), Varian (1992, 342).
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The pipeline example appears to demonstrate how increasing returns may exist purely due to physical

phenomena, in this case the mathematical fact that volume scales faster than surface area.14 However, upon

closer examination, this example actually demonstrates the primacy of institutionally-contingent individual

choice, and is not the counterexample to Proposition 1 it claims to be. This becomes more apparent when

we consider why a firm wouldn’t merely replicate its production: to increase output, why not simply build

additional pipelines of radius 𝑟? While it may be possible to achieve a more than proportionate increase

in volume by increasing the radius of the pipeline from 𝑟 to 2𝑟, it is also possible to simply build multiple

pipelines with radius 𝑟 to yield greater 𝑉 , meaning the physical technology of the pipeline with radius 𝑟, and

its representative production function, exhibits constant returns.

If physical technologies are truly recipes, then they should be thought of as fully specifying the relevant

features of the technology, including in this example the radius of the pipeline (𝑟 or 2𝑟). Therefore, in the

strict sense of a recipe, the physical technology that specifies a pipeline with radius 𝑟 is a different technology

than one that specifies a pipeline with radius 2𝑟.

Increasing returns to scale in terms of physical relationships must originate in the deliberate choice of

switching from one physical technology (recipe) to a technically superior one (𝑟 → 2𝑟). While the greater

technical efficiency of a pipeline with a larger radius is indeed the result of a mathematical relationship of

volume scaling faster than surface area, the cognitive realization that this can be done, and more importantly,

the subjective evaluation that it may be more profitable to build a pipeline with a radius 2𝑟 than to build

(e.g.) four pipelines of radius 𝑟, is the result of institutionally-contingent choice.

This simple example is not meant to be a definitive proof, but helps clarify our thinking about whether a

desired policy outcome depends on policy invariant physical technology or contextual institutional technology

to achieve the intended results. The owner-manager’s choice is both made possible by, and constrained by,

social institutions – such as owning private property and cash flow rights, and relying on the contextual

price of steel and the demand for oil to make her decision. In the abstract it would not seem profitable

for a firm to produce four pipelines of radius 𝑟 rather than one pipeline of radius 2𝑟 to yield 4𝑉 (𝑟) output,

however, in the real world the costs of steel and labor are not the only relevant costs:15 We could imagine

scenarios where, despite it being technologically superior, she would not make the decision to double the

radius of the pipeline, perhaps due to environmental laws restricting the size of pipelines, or liability rules on

oil spills where a larger pipeline would increase expected legal costs, or increased risk of state expropriation,
14Varian (1992, 342) notes this physical relationship also has its limits “Of course, we can’t push this example too far. If we

keep doubling the diameter of the pipe, it will eventually collapse of its own weight. Increasing returns to scale usually just
applies over some range of output.”

15We thank one anonymous reviewer for suggesting we make this clarification.
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or the political goodwill generated by creating more jobs for building additional 𝑟-sized pipelines. A change

in any of these policies or institutions will impact her production decisions, indicating that IRS is not a

universal technological feature in this case, but a by-product of various institutions and policies that alter

entrepreneurial opportunities.

2.2 Increasing Returns: Institutional Technology

2.2.1 From Profit Maximization to Comparative Institutional Analysis

“The best of all monopoly profits is a quiet life.” - John Hicks (1935, 8)

Any alleged instance of increasing returns to scale must necessarily emerge from the social and institutionally-

contingent choices of individuals to use different physical production technologies. In some instances, indi-

vidual entrepreneurs may find it in their interest to alter different physical technologies employing different

combinations of inputs, while in others, it may be changes to the algorithm of an existing production tech-

nology, that will allow for a more productive use of their existing resources.

This insight compels us to refocus our analytical attention beyond firms and production functions to a broader

comparative institutional analysis. Baseline neoclassical models of production assume that the production

unit is motivated by profit maximization and is privy to complete information within some given market

structure. However, this simplified framework precludes the important effects of particular institutions on the

choice of profit-maximizing technology. In an institutionally-barren analysis, the choice of physical technology

would make no difference to a firm whether it was a monopolist or it faced a competitive environment, to say

nothing of a purely socialist commonwealth. By the behavioral assumption of profit maximization, under

conditions of perfect competition, entrepreneurs would find the least-cost efficient methods of production and

employ the optimal technological recipe regardless of the market conditions or political environment. This

circularly assumes the very behavior that production theory aims to explain: how it is that entrepreneurs

come to choose the particular physical technologies that lead to a maximization of allocative efficiency and

a minimization of cost (Hayek 1948)! Rather than optimize a fully specified set of technologies under known

constraints with complete information, entrepreneurs operate under bounded-rationality and must utilize

heuristics to “satisfice” in their decisions (see e.g. Simon (1956), Gigerenzer (2008)). These heuristics can

only come from the assistance of the external institutional environment, making for an “ecological rationality”

(V. L. Smith 2003).

As such, we can only explain the process of innovation of new technologies by way of rivalrous competition.

Even the monopolist who faces the threat of a new entrant that can capture his profits with a new production
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technique is compelled to seek his own new technique or lose business. Thus, as Armen A. Alchian (1950)

observes, “profit maximization” makes sense less as a behavioral assumption, and more as behavior that is

observed to emerge out of a set of strategies that individual agents employ to successfully adapt to a rivalrous

and competitive environment.16 The competitive environment itself is critical to generating the necessary

knowledge of different recipes, as well as incentivizing individuals to produce goods that generate the most

economic value. We again cite the literature on “institutional entrepreneurship” (see Footnote 10), which

further demonstrates the importance of institutions on entrepreneurial choice: when existing institutions are

insufficient to secure property rights or pursue profits, self-interested agents seek to change the institutions

in their favor.

It is only with this broader institutional view that Hicks’ quote above makes sense: A monopolist without

fear of new entrants would not need to search for new recipes or physical technologies beyond those that

merely preserve his returns. Aside from a counterfactual world of greater competition, his existing production

method would, by definition, be the most efficient in that market. Thus, he can rest on his laurels knowing

that he can resign his business to repeat the same process over and again, much like the perfect perpetual

production process, and retire comfortably. The use of a particular physical technology in production, absent

rivalrous competition, could be replicated without end by the push of a metaphorical button, and thus would

exhibit constant returns to scale. There is no opportunity for him to exercise entrepreneurial judgment to

choose to switch to other recipes, which may achieve increasing returns.

In contrast, within a rivalrous environment where multiple producers are competing along various margins,

economic survival requires that producers seek (whether intentionally or serendipitously) and ultimately

judge it worthwhile to switch to more efficient physical technologies. Even an industry with a single firm

may allow this outcome in the right institutional setting. Baumol (1982) and Baumol, Panzar, and Willig

(1982) demonstrate that “contestable” markets, even with a single incumbent, can act competitively with

free entry, shared technology, and no sunk costs. This further highlights the necessary shift of analytical

focus to the institutional features of the market firms are operating within.

Producers, each possessing different internal institutional technologies, and operating within a shared frame-

work of external institutional technologies, will succeed based on whether their institutional technology

facilitates that efficient switch between physical technology. This could come as a result of “learning by

doing,” where some producers within a firm discover a faster or cheaper algorithm simply from repetition
16Armen A. Alchian and Kessel (1962) further suggest that a more robust assumption for explaining the behavior of firms

is that these agents merely maximize utility rather than wealth or profits. This utility can only be maximized by weathering
the storm of environmental competition, which from the outside, looks a lot like maximizing profits because only through these
attempts can a firm discourage competitors from capturing it’s market share.
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and variation, or from some external “knowledge spillover” that a producer observes from a rival producer

and adopts to increase their own productivity. Whether or not a particular production unit can exploit

internal learning by doing or external knowledge spillovers will depend on how their institutional technology

both facilitates the flow of knowledge from discoverers (e.g. workers on the factory floor, or a rival firm) to

those with decision-making power, and the incentive for all parties to discover, share, and implement that

knowledge of different physical production technologies.

2.2.2 Institutional Technology at Different Production Scales

Economists use production functions to model production units at different scales: an individual, a firm,

an industry, or even a nation. In our description of institutional technology, we wish to highlight the need

to disentangle the different institutional technologies present at each level. As mentioned above, whatever

level one chooses to model, some institutional technologies exist internal to the production unit, and others

exist external to it. Both aspects are critical: even in the most laissez-faire of economies, some firms are

poorly managed; likewise, even in the most restrictive or corrupt polities, some firms thrive. Together, these

internal and external constraints determine the information and incentives that shape the choice set that

producers face containing the possible physical technologies available for production.

The smallest possible production unit is a single person acting as an owner–manager of resources who uses

some physical technology to produce output. Putting aside philosophy of mind problems and assuming there

are no internal institutional technologies, the individual solely interacts with the external institutions. She

must, at minimum, be alert to profit opportunities from switching to new technologies (Kirzner 1973) and

have the ability to implement such a switch. Her entrepreneurial judgment drives the entire production

process.

As we ascend in scale from the individual to the firm level, the role of economic organization takes center

stage of internal institutional technologies.17 A large literature on the theory of the firm exists exploring the

implications of specializing various aspects of production among persons or organizations, the efficiency of

command-and-control hierarchy, and agency costs of operating firms (see e.g. Coase (1937); Stigler (1951);

Armen A. Alchian and Demsetz (1972); Fama and Jensen (1983); Williamson (1985)). We emphasize here

the internal institutional technologies that enable “firms” to switch between physical technologies (and thus

generate increasing returns). As cited in the literature on trade and industrial policy, the main mechanisms

are “learning by doing” (Arrow 1962b) investment in research & development (Romer 1990), intellectual

property rights (Arrow 1962a), and other spillover effects of knowledge. We however highlight the crucial
17If we were to continue upwards to the industry, sector, or national level, we would need to add additional organizational

and institutional concerns at each stage.
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interplay of these valid channels with the above questions of economic organization – how does the firm

as as production unit “choose” a particular production technology? Firms must enable those laborers with

relevant knowledge gleaned “on the factory floor,” the scientists from its R&D department, or envoys from its

trade association partners to bring such knowledge to those with the authority (and incentives) to implement

such a choice. Furthermore, once the decision is made by the “top,” it must ultimately be implemented at

the “bottom,” though different individuals and specialists within the firm each have their own motivations

and limited knowledge. As long as firms have the ability to alter their internal organizational structure, the

competitive process identified by Hayek (1948) and Armen A. Alchian (1950) should lead to the survival of

those internal institutional technologies that best allow increasing returns to take place. Again, this is not

necessarily a conscious process of deliberate optimization by firm managers, but the result would be as if it

were.

Whatever the level of production chosen by the economist to model, producers exist within specific external

institutional technologies that differentially enable them to switch between physical technologies to achieve

increasing returns. Economists since A. Smith (1904[1776]) have suggested many key institutions that enable

the “great society” under the division of labor which extends the market to further prosperity. David Hume

-Hume (2012[1738], bk. III, Part II, §VIII) also famously describes the basic institutional technologies

requisite for economic dynamism, “But although men can maintain a small uncultivated society without

government, they can’t possibly maintain a society of any kind without justice, i.e. without obeying the

three fundamental laws concerning the stability of ownership, its transfer by consent, and the keeping of

promises.” Economists have variously highlighted the role of institutions such as clearly defined and enforced

property rights (Demsetz 1967; Armen A. Alchian and Demsetz 1973; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson

2001; Acemoglu and Johnson 2005; Acemoglu 2008; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012), rule of law (Frye and

Shleifer 1997; Glaeser and Shleifer 2002; La Porta et al. 2004; La Porta, López-de-Silanes, and Shleifer 2008),

market prices (Hayek 1945; Kirzner 1973), among other key ingredients. In the broadest terms, in order to

maximize the flow and efficient utilization of knowledge, individuals must have access to information and

must be able to freely associate in order to optimally organize production and choose physical technologies.

Political authorities at various levels can erect additional constraints on these institutions or substitute some-

thing entirely different for them through various policies. Such actions alter the institutional technologies

available for producers to be alert to, choose, and implement different physical technologies to increase re-

turns. Poorly understood public policy chosen to “exploit increasing returns” in an industry can conceivably

erase their very existence by altering or limiting available institutional technology.
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2.3 Summary and Diagrammatic Exposition

For a simple diagrammatic exposition, we recreate and extend Figure 1 in Yoon and Buchanan (1999,

521) below. Let 𝑌 represent aggregate output for a composite of inputs 𝑋. Production functions for the

production of 𝑌 using 𝑋 are represented as lines 𝑎1 and 𝑎2. Each is a physical technology — a fully specified

recipe that — which exhibits constant returns to scale and has constant slope. The dashed portions of 𝑎1

and 𝑎2 are not currently feasible across the range of scales of inputs 𝑋. For example, 𝑎1 is not feasible

until at least 𝑥1 composite units of 𝑋 can be utilized. Beyond this threshold, the production functions are

solid lines, indicating that output can be increased at constant returns by replicating the production process:

doubling the inputs 𝑋 yields double the output 𝑌 .

However, other physical technologies, exemplified by 𝑎2, are potentially possible. Under the right institutional

technology, entrepreneurs can discover and, when threshold 𝑥2 of 𝑋 is met, switch to physical technology 𝑎2.

This physical technology yields more output 𝑌 for a given 𝑋 than 𝑎1.

The curve 𝑅 conceptually shows the relationship of switching between the physical technologies, revealing

the presence of increasing returns. 𝑅 itself is not a production function, nor a set of physical technologies.
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Figure 2: Physical vs. Institutional Technology and Increasing Returns
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3 How Policy Affects Physical Technology and Institutional Tech-

nology

The trade tariffs described in section 1 proposed by Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001), based on Matsuyama

(1992) is just one example of trade policy that aims to spur growth by taking advantage of IRS. Industrial

policies such as subsidizing activities or industries that generate IRS have have been justified on similar

grounds (Rodrik 2004a; Rodrik and Subramanian 2005; Greenwald and Stiglitz 2006; Hausmann, Hwang,

and Rodrik 2007). However as we have argued above, for trade tariffs or production subsides that depend

on exploiting IRS to achieve their intended results, we must ensure that they do not significantly alter

the institutional technology that provides the incentives and information for the producers to adopt more

productive physical technology. We offer two considerations on this matter.

First, a proposed policy will enhance or hinder rivalrous competition. As explained in section 2.2, rivalrous

competition is a necessary institutional technology that aligns the incentives of decision makers such that their

own pursuits are better accomplished by successively implementing more productive physical technologies.

Aside from the effects of tariffs and subsidies on efficiency, these protections decrease the relative cost faced

by the productive unit when it fails to learn and adapt. Policies such as trade tariffs, production subsidies, or

other regulatory protections from foreign competition, create a less competitive environment that undermines

the institutional technology that gives rise to IRS. Increasing returns that are justified through learning by

doing are not invariant to protectionist policies as these policies undermine the very institutional technology

necessary. Productive efficiency will thus diminish to the degree that a policy hinders rivalrous competition

among productive units that may feature IRS.

To their credit, most proposals for protectionism or industrial policies based on IRS do consider the static

efficiency loss of tariffs and subsidies as a cost of such policies (Rodriguez and Rodrik 2001; Greenwald and

Stiglitz 2006). However, they must also consider how these policies interact with the institutional technologies

that give rise to productive switching of physical technologies in the first place.

The second aspect that such policies must confront is the dynamic loss of efficiency due to the political

economy of such policies. Producers can influence the creation of policies in order to obtain rents by reducing

competition (Tullock 1967; Stigler 1971). The availability of rents raises the opportunity cost of discovering

and learning new physical technologies since there is an alternative form for firms to raise their private

returns (albeit at the expense of the social return) (Baumol 1996; Munger and Villareal-Diaz 2019). These

issues are even more pressing in recommending protectionist policies for developing countries since these

countries institutions are typically a form of state capitalism (Aligica and Tarko 2012), or crony capitalism
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(Aligica and Tarko 2014) where rent-seeking is a dominant concern in economic organization.

The policy creation process does not occur in isolation from producers that can obtain rents. The possibility

that such rents could be generated from policy can raise the opportunity cost of switching physical technolo-

gies, and thus, damage the institutional technology that would give rise to IRS. Producers may simply seek

Hicks’ “quiet life” by stifling the competitive process (Kirzner 1985), and divert resources into a “wholly

superfluous” process of trying to drive the policy-making process in their favor.

As Tullock (1967) explains, those resources employed by the protected industry in excess of those that would

be employed without trade protections are a proxy for resources invested in securing protectionist policies.

Once we consider (as we should if our model is intended to guide policy) that policy creation is endogenous,

these resources invested in lobbying for protection represent a cost not included in any of the present stylized

models.18

Greenwald and Stiglitz (2006, 145) acknowledge that because the benefits of IRS at a national scale are

rather broad, the “tariffs should be broadly and uniformly applied to industrial products.” They also note

that such a broad and uniform application would disperse the cost and benefits of the tariffs widely in order

to avoid the abuse of such tariffs by special interest groups as described above. However it should be noted

that what matters for the logic of concentrated benefits and dispersed costs is the relative, not absolute, size

of those that benefit directly from tariffs and those that bear the costs. By definition the group of producers

of manufactured goods will be smaller relative to the group of consumers of such goods. Hence, even a broad

and uniform application of tariffs over industrial goods will necessarily lead to concentrated benefits and

dispersed costs, and the associated logic of collective action (Olson 1971).

It is also worthwhile to question whether a broad and uniform application of protectionist policies is consistent

outside of a highly stylized model. Producers of industries that benefit from protection will more easily band

together to lobby for protection that goes above and beyond the optimal level by virtue of acting in a less

competitive environment. The availability of rents decreases the opportunity cost of not learning new physical

technologies. Considering that the opportunity cost of not learning is already smaller in an uncompetitive

environment, implementing these protectionist policies in countries where the economic system is already

characterized by rent-seeking would only lead to further decrease the opportunity cost of not learning new

productive physical technologies. Conversely such protections increase the opportunity cost of not engaging

in rent-seeking activities. Justifications for protectionist policies in the form of high theory and highly stylized

models provide for cover populist governments to perpetuate the rent-seeking status quo in countries that
18For a thorough theoretical treatment that conceptualizes both productive economic activities and the creation of policies

that regulate them as two different tools that individuals utilize to pursue their objectives see Wagner (2014), and A. Smith,
Wagner, and Yandle (2011) for applications of this theoretical framework.
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desperately need to improve their institutions in order to escape poverty.

3.1 Case Studies of “Successful” Infant Industries in the 19th Century United

States

Below, we provide two examples of apparent success stories of infant industries in 19th century United States

— that is, cases of an industry that initially had a comparative disadvantage, but was somehow “destined”

to gain comparative advantage (through learning-by-doing, positive spillovers, etc), that the State provided

temporary tariff protection that enabled the industry to reach the scale necessary to attain the advantage

(and then the tariffs were repealed): Irwin (2000) which examines late-19th century U.S. domestic tinplate

manufacturing and Head (1994) which examines steel rail production in the same era.

Unlike most manufacturing industries in the postbellum U.S., tinplate manufacturing stood on its own

without protection until the McKinley tariff 1890 (Irwin 2000, 336). Following the tariff, which encouraged

entry of domestic firms, industry output greatly increased despite tariff reductions, and price ultimately

fell so low that the U.S. became a net exporter (ibid, 336). Irwin (2000, 336) suggests that to properly

understand this apparent case of a successful infant industry tariff must consider the counterfactual of the

industry’s development without such protection, (335). The analysis by Taussig (1915, 151) suggests “the

same sort of growth would doubtless have taken place eventually, tariff or no tariff; but not so soon or on so

great a scale.” Irwin (2000, 336–37) suggests “tinplate was not an ‘infant industry’ that floundered due to

the lack of previous production experience, but rather one in which domestic production was not profitable

until the high domestic cost of iron and steel inputs fell to levels that roughly matched those of foreign

rivals. In the absence of the McKinley tariff, the U.S. tinplate industry would have established itself about

a decade later as those material input costs converged with those abroad.” In other words, the need was for

the industry to reach economies of scale to price competitively relative to foreign imports.

The industry was ultimately able to attain economies of scale largely due to “both domestic and international

technological and learning-based knowledge spillovers” (Irwin 2000, 335). Irwin quotes a pro-tariff argument

by the president of the American Tin Plate Association as claiming “after we get 50 mills in this country

and exchange our ideas we can reduce the price by the use of improved machinery and methods which they

never thought of in the other countries.” Much of the positive spillovers came from Welsh immigrants who

were highly skilled tinplate workers that brought embodied knowledge of Welsh production methods. This

allowed the U.S. industry to rapidly catch up to the production possibilities frontier, but afterwards, domestic

learning-by-doing allowed the U.S. to expand the frontier with domestically discovered techniques. Irwin

(2000, 346) quotes Berthoff (1953, 68–69): “Within a few years, however, as equipment and methods were
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improved, Welsh workmen no longer were necessary nor, over-fond of time-honored ways, even desirable.”

Notably, Irwin (2000, 346) states that “That U.S. tinplate entrants could draw upon Welsh production

techniques by hiring the skill and expertise of Welsh tinners suggests that they did not face insurmountable

hurdles to entering the industry.”

Head (1994) examines another apparent success case of tariffs protecting the infant U.S. steel rail industry

in the late 19th century. The U.S. was initially at a comparative disadvantage, with costs high relative to

England, despite it being one of the largest post-Civil War industries (143). Following tariffs, this position was

were ultimately reversed by 1913, with the U.S. becoming a key exporter (and negligible importer) through

the 20th century, even well after the tariffs were dropped (ibid, 143). However, Head (1994, 143) notes

“discoveries of new natural resources (iron ore and coal) and the construction of infrastructure (railroads and

canals) probably shifted the U.S. comparative advantage towards metal production.” His simulations suggest

that if “the United States had not had the ore discoveries and improvements in infrastructure that caused

its pig iron prices to decline relative to British pig iron prices, [would] protection-induced learning have been

enough to dominate the standard determinants of comparative advantage? The answer seems to be no,”

(160). His simulations also emphasize the role of learning-by-doing, without which, “[a]fter a few years of

small production levels, the domestic industry virtually disappears, crushed by falling British prices,” (161).

Thus, “Steel rails appears to be an industry where both factor endowments and dynamic returns to scale

played vital roles. Under both constant relative pig iron prices and no learning the steel rail tariff causes

substantial welfare losses: 1,108 and 194 million 1992 dollars,” (161).

However, like the case of tinplate manufacturing, much of the learning-by-doing success of domestic steel

rail industry was due to immigration of skilled workers. The model used by Head (1994) assumes that

learning-by-doing fully spill over between spill over between domestic firms but not across countries. Irwin

(2000, Fn 27) notes this assumption would ensure that entrants would never catch up to their British rivals.

However, the period was “one of tremendous international labor mobility and the United States was the

principal destination for skilled European migrants” (ibid, Fn 27). British iron officials visiting the U.S.

reported in 1901 that “a considerably number of the heads of the American iron industry of today acquired

their training, their knowledge, and their experience in British works,” (Berthoff 1953, 67).

These examples of apparently successful use of trade and industrial policy to exploit IRS can be better

clarified using the framework we have outlined above. The reason the policies “worked” was largely due

to the institutions in place that enabled entrepreneurs to discover new physical technologies — such as the

Bessemer process in steel-making [Head1994,143] — and find it profitable to switch to them, rather than

replicating their own existing technologies.
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One of the primary reasons the learning-by-doing was able to take place and the infant industries able to

reach sufficient scale was due to liberal immigration laws, and other institutions of economic freedom that

made the growing United States attractive to foreign workers and capital investment during the period. We

could imagine one of many counterfactual institutional arrangements where e.g. U.S. immigration laws were

more stringent, and without the importation of Welsh techniques and skills in tinplate manufacturing, or

British steel rail producing, these industries would not have been as successful in attaining larger scale and

lower costs.

Bessen (2015) suggests that most technological change is embodied in skilled workers, and requires insti-

tutions such as trade associations, industry standards, and a robust labor market for technological change

to stimulate productivity growth and higher wages. When standards become common in an industry and

robust labor markets emerge, competition between firms in the industry increases the expected return to

workers investing in non-firm-specific human capital, and raises their opportunity cost of working at a low-

productivity firm (as they can work at a more efficient competitor for higher wages). On average, this process

from the initial discovery of various tinkerers to commercially-viable new products and mature industries

takes about 30 years (ibid, 39-40).

Many industries may retroactively be shown to exhibit increasing returns. It is much more difficult to identify

such industries in advance, and stake public (or private, for that matter) funds on them. In the examples

of tinplate and steel rail manufacturing, both Irwin (2000) and Head (1994) are cautious to suggest that

the infant industries argument is lent little credibility by these historical cases. In both cases, confounding

variables (such as immigration, discovery of other natural resources, and growth of the American economy)

contributed to the success of these industries, in spite of, or despite, tariff protection. Ultimately, Irwin’s

simulations ultimately suggests that “the McKinley duty fails to pass a cost-benefit test,” (336). Head (1994,

161) notes that “under such seemingly favorable conditions, the protectionist policy failed to yield more

impressive welfare improvements.” He considers the possibilities that Congress extended protection for too

long, or that they used the wrong policy for protection, noting the former proved more damaging to welfare

gains than the latter (161—162). Such findings, even in the most favorable of cases, suggest extreme caution

for identifying ex ante industries that should be protected to exploit increasing returns.

4 Implications

Increasing returns can be understood as an implication from Smith’s (1776, Chs. I-III) observations about

the effects of the division of labor on productivity and its limits due to the extent of the market. Many have
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made light of these famous observations, emphasizing the gains to specialization within a set of institutions

or production process. Smith’s pin factory serves as the jumping-off point for a theory of how specialization

within a particular production process can increase output. However, since Young (1928); many have pointed

out that the main insights for economic growth that come from Smith’s discussion of the division of labor

are at a much more generalized level than a single pin factory (Stigler 1951; Buchanan 1994; Yoon and

Buchanan 1999; Buchanan and Yoon 2000; @ Boettke and Candela 2017): it is the importance of particular

institutions that enable the extent of the market to increase, making sustained economic growth feasible.19

Entrepreneurs are able to discover new technologies and specialize more at these larger scales.

We have argued that the application of the theory of increasing returns to policy suffers from a fundamental

misunderstanding about the nature of the production function and actual origin of increasing returns: They

are not fundamental features of physical production, but are emergent features of individual choice within a

specific institutional technology that provides the incentives for discovering and switching between physical

technologies to take place. As such, IRS still serve to create broad generalizations to explain economic

growth, but we must take special care when they are invoked to promote specific policies.

The clarification between the role of physical technology and institutions in increasing returns provides

insights into many fields and active debates in economics beyond trade and industrial policy.20 It has

implications for the burgeoning literature of public economics and responses to market failures21. Consider

any public good that has positive spillovers — whether art or an invention, public services, etc. The marginal

social benefit of the good being produced is significant, and larger than the private marginal benefits to

producers. If the private marginal cost faced by producers is sufficiently high, there is no incentive for

private producers to supply the good, to the detriment of social welfare more broadly. Whatever goods get

produced, if any at all, are produced under constant returns to scale, generating no spillovers. However, if

entrepreneurs can find a way to supply the good profitably, including altering the rules or institutions, to

discover a technology that will raise the private benefit beyond the private cost, they will supply the good

despite positive spillovers.22 Hence, institutions that allow discovery and changing of physical technology

enable increasing returns and positive spillovers from providing the public goods.23

19Yoon and Buchanan (1999) come closest to briefly making our point: “If there are advantages of specialization, however, an
expansion in scale of the economy as a whole will not take place within the parametric constraint of a given technology. The
extended specialization dictates that efficient operation requires a shift to a new technology, to a different production function,”
[518, emphasis in original].

20We thank one anonymous reviewer for emphasizing our implications in these literatures and for the alternate framing of our
approach described here.

21See e.g. Cowen (2018[1988]) for a collection of case studies
22Examples abound in the literatures on the private supply of e.g. beekeeping services (Cheung 1973), law and order (Friedman

1979; Benson 1989; Ellickson 1994), or lighthouses (Coase 1974; Candela and Geloso 2018, 2019)
23This insight further has applications to the literature on state capacity and its role in economic development (see e.g.

Dincecco 2017; Johnson and Koyama 2017; Geloso and Salter 2020). If the provider of these goods is a State actor rather than
a private producer, it is in the interest of the ruler(s) to find the institutions that enable such discovery, which will unleash
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This article has provided a theoretical framework that should be readily applied to clarify historical and

present cases of suspected increasing returns industries and policies designed to create or exploit them. We

hope that future work will attempt to estimate the marginal contributions of various institutions on the

sources of learning in production that features IRS. We await further empirical testing that can separate

and verify the primary effect that alternative institutional forms have on increasing returns.
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